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Abstract
We report the ﬁrst results from a search for transiting warm Jupiter exoplanets—gas giant planets receiving stellar
irradiation below about 108 erg s−1 cm−2, equivalent to orbital periods beyond about 10 days around Sun-like stars.
We have discovered two transiting warm Jupiter exoplanets initially identiﬁed as transiting candidates in K2
photometry. K2-114b has a mass of M1.85 0.22
0.23
J-+ , a radius of R0.942 0.0200.032 J-+ , and an orbital period of 11.4days.
K2-115b has a mass of M0.84 0.20
0.18
J-+ , a radius of R1.115 0.0610.057 J-+ , and an orbital period of 20.3days. Both planets are
among the longest-period transiting gas giant planets with a measured mass, and they are orbiting relatively old
host stars. Both planets are not inﬂated, as their radii are consistent with theoretical expectations. Their position in
the planet radius–stellar irradiation diagram is consistent with the scenario where the radius–irradiation correlation
levels off below about 108 erg s−1 cm−2, suggesting that for warm Jupiters stellar irradiation does not play a
signiﬁcant role in determining the planet radius. We also report our identiﬁcation of another K2 transiting warm
Jupiter candidate, EPIC 212504617, as a false positive.
Key words: stars: individual (K2-114, EPIC 211418729, K2-115, EPIC 211442297, EPIC 212504617)
Supporting material: machine-readable table
1. Introduction
The number of known transiting hot Jupiter exoplanets—gas
giant exoplanets in short orbital periods of only a few days—is
now in the few hundreds. Despite that large number there are still
several open questions related to this class of exoplanets. Many, if
not most, of the known hot Jupiters have larger radii than
theoretically expected (e.g., Weiss et al. 2013; Baraffe et al. 2014;
Lopez & Fortney 2016). Although various explanations have been
proposed, none have completely solved this puzzle, suggesting
there is more than a single mechanism at play here, and/or that we
are missing some physics-shaping planetary structure (Baraffe
et al. 2014). Another hot Jupiter mystery is their formation and
orbital evolution. While several theories have been put forth (e.g.,
Lin et al. 1996; Rasio & Ford 1996; Alibert et al. 2005; Fabrycky
& Tremaine 2007), it is still not clear how gas giant planets reach
short orbits around Sun-like stars, at only a few 0.01au.
One way to shed light on the above questions is to examine the
population of warm Jupiters—gas giant planets receiving stellar
irradiation below 108 erg s−1 cm−2, corresponding to orbital periods
beyond≈10 days around Sun-like stars. Speciﬁcally, we would like
to examine their planet radii and orbital eccentricities. However, this
is difﬁcult, as there are currently only a handful of conﬁrmed
transiting warm Jupiters with measured orbits and masses.
We have initiated a ground-based follow-up campaign of
warm Jupiter transiting candidates in order to increase the
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number of known transiting warm Jupiters that are conﬁrmed
as planets, i.e., their masses and orbits are measured. This
campaign is part of a Las Cumbres Observatory (LCO; Brown
et al. 2013) Key Project26 (PI: Avi Shporer). Our current
primary source of transiting candidates is the K2 mission
(Howell et al. 2014) and in the future the TESS mission (Ricker
et al. 2015; Sullivan et al. 2015). We report here the
conﬁrmation of two K2 warm Jupiters orbiting K2-114 and
K2-115, which are the ﬁrst discoveries from this project. Basic
information about the two targets is given in Table 1.
We give a more detailed motivation for our search for
transiting warm Jupiter exoplanets in Section 2. In Section 3 we
describe our observations of K2-114 and K2-115, in Section 4
we describe our data analysis and results, and we discuss our
new discoveries in Section 5.
2. Why Warm Jupiters?
Our scientiﬁc goals are to (1) investigate the inﬂated gas
giant conundrum, (2) study the mystery of hot Jupiter orbital
evolution, and (3) identify targets for extending exoplanet
atmosphere and stellar obliquity studies beyond the hot Jupiter
class.
Brieﬂy, the suggested mechanisms responsible for inﬂating
gas giants can be divided into three categories (Weiss et al. 2013;
Lopez & Fortney 2016). (I) One mechanism is inﬂation due to
stellar irradiation transported from the planet’s atmosphere to its
interior (e.g., Ginzburg & Sari 2016; Komacek & Youdin 2017)
through, e.g., Ohmic dissipation (Batygin & Stevenson 2010),
thermal tides (Arras & Socrates 2010), kinetic energy transport
(Showman & Guillot 2002), mechanical greenhouse (Youdin &
Mitchell 2010), or advection of potential energy (Tremblin
et al. 2017). (II) Another mechanism is inﬂation due to tidal
heating following orbital eccentricity dissipation (Bodenheimer
et al. 2001). If the planet eccentricity is continuously being
excited, for example, through interaction with a third body, this
inﬂation mechanism can be long-lived. (III) A third mechanism
is delayed contraction due to, e.g., increased atmospheric
opacities (Burrows et al. 2007). Unlike the ﬁrst two categories,
the third category affects all giant planets, not only those on
short or eccentric orbits.
One clue for understanding inﬂated gas giants is the empirical
correlation between planet radius Rp and stellar irradiation
f (referred to hereafter as the radius–irradiation correlation, or
Rp–f correlation; e.g., Fortney et al. 2007; Laughlin et al. 2011;
Enoch et al. 2012; Lopez & Fortney 2016). While it is consistent
with inﬂation through irradiation, it does not identify which of
the category I mechanisms listed above is the dominant one, and,
we must keep in mind that correlation does not necessarily mean
causation. The fact that the vast majority of known transiting gas
giant exoplanets are at short periods, typically within 10 days
or with irradiation above 108 erg s−1 cm−2, hinders a detailed
understanding of the Rp–f correlation. While it seems that the
correlation levels off at some irradiation level, the exact behavior
is not clear, raising a few questions. How low in irradiation
does this correlation stretch? Is the lack of inﬂated warm
Jupiters a robust feature? What is the irradiation below which
there are no inﬂated gas giants? What drives the scatter in the
correlation?
Regarding hot Jupiter orbital evolutions (goal 2 above),
several theories attempt to explain how gas giants reach short
orbital periods. Some invoke interaction with another object
in the system (another planet or a stellar binary companion)
where the gas giant planet is ﬁrst injected into an eccentric
orbit which then undergoes tidal circularization (e.g., Rasio &
Ford 1996; Fabrycky & Tremaine 2007). Other theories
suggest processes where the gas giant planet moves to an
inward orbit by interacting with the protoplanetary disk,
during which the orbit is kept circular (e.g., Lin et al. 1996;
Alibert et al. 2005). Therefore, the two types of scenarios
above differ in the orbital eccentricity of the gas giant planet
as it is migrating from a wide orbit to a short orbit. This
means that the orbital eccentricity of warm Jupiters is a clue
to identifying the dominant orbital evolution channel of hot
Jupiters, and is another motivation for expanding the known
warm Jupiter sample to support statistical analysis. Some
evidence that a signiﬁcant fraction of warm Jupiters have
circular orbits was gathered by studying the occurrence of
additional planets in systems containing warm Jupiters
compared to systems containing hot Jupiters. The increased
occurrence of short-period planet companions to warm
Jupiters (e.g., Steffen et al. 2012; Dong et al. 2014; Huang
et al. 2016) suggests that their orbits are circular since
non-circular orbits are expected to make the multi-planet
system dynamically unstable.
Another gap we wish to bridge with this program is the very
small number of warm Jupiters available for exoplanet
atmosphere and stellar obliquity studies (goal 3 above). For
the bright stars in our sample detections of warm Jupiters will
enable the study of exoplanet atmospheres with lower
equilibrium temperatures, and the study of stellar obliquity in
star-planet systems with weaker tidal interactions.
3. Observations
3.1. K2 Photometry
The two targets were initially identiﬁed as transiting planet
candidates in K2 Campaign5 photometry. They were observed
by K2 in long-cadence (30-minute integration time) from 2015
April 27 to July 10. We reduced the K2 light curves following
Vanderburg & Johnson (2014) and Vanderburg et al. (2016).
We then looked for transit signals using the Box-Least-Squares
periodogram search (Kovács et al. 2002), as implemented by
Vanderburg et al. (2016). Upon identifying transit candidates,
we checked that they did not show known signs of a false
positive by looking at the centroid motion of the target star
during transit, searching for secondary eclipses, inspecting each
individual transit, and conﬁrming that the transit signal did not
Table 1
Basic Targets Information
Parameter K2-114 K2-115
EPIC 211418729 211442297
R.A. 08:31:31.911 08:26:12.827
Decl. 11:55:20.15 12:16:54.97
g (mag) 15.07 13.59
Kp (mag) 14.29 13.19
r (mag) 14.24 13.19
i (mag) 13.95 13.02
J (mag) 12.84 12.11
H (mag) 12.39 11.76
K (mag) 12.30 11.72
26 http://web.gps.caltech.edu/~shporer/LCOKP/
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change signiﬁcantly in light curves extracted from different
photometric apertures. We then re-processed the light curves by
simultaneously ﬁtting for the transits, K2 thruster systematics,
and low-frequency variations using the method described by
Vanderburg et al. (2016). The complete, detrended, and
normalized K2 Campaign 5 light curves are shown in
Figure 1 and the phase-folded transit light curves are shown in
Figure 2. No additional transit signals were identiﬁed in the K2
light curve of both targets, nor was a secondary eclipse signal
detected.
We have searched for the host stars’ rotation periods by
calculating their K2 light curve autocorrelation (McQuillan
et al. 2014). We used the non-detrended K2 light curves while
masking out the in-transit data. These light curves are shown in
Figure 3 along with the autocorrelation function. The
periodicity detected for K2-114 is close to the K2 time span
where it is challenging to separate stellar variability and long-
term systematic features in the K2 data. Therefore, we do not
claim a detection of the rotation period for that star. For K2-115
we identify a 22.2-day periodicity, visually identiﬁed in the
non-detrended light curve, interpreted as the host star’s rotation
period. We estimate this rotation period uncertainty to be at the
10% level to account for differential rotation (e.g., Reinhold
et al. 2013), since during the limited K2 data time span the star
spots are likely to be located within a narrow latitude range that
is not known. The K2-115 host star rotation period is longer but
close to the 20.3-day orbital period. Although given its mass
and relatively long orbital period, the planet is not expected to
tidally synchronize the star’s rotation (e.g., Mazeh 2008).
3.2. High Angular Resolution Imaging
After identifying the transit candidates in K2 photometry we
checked that they are isolated targets using high angular
resolution imaging. The imaging data were acquired as part of
wider programs using Keck II and Gemini-North to obtain
infrared adaptive optics (AO) and optical speckle imaging. The
AO observations utilized the target stars as natural guide stars;
the NIRC2 camera was utilized on Keck II and the NIRI
camera was utilized on Gemini-North. NIRC2 has a pixel scale
of 0 00942/pixel and NIRI, with the Altair AO system, has a
pixel scale of 0 0214/pixel (Hodapp et al. 2003). The Gemini-
North speckle observations were obtained with the visiting
instrument DSSI, which has a pixel scale of 0 011/pixel
(Horch et al. 2009, 2012).
For K2-114 the Keck AO data were obtained on 2016
February 19 with the Kp ﬁlter and an integration time of 17s
per frame for a total of 153s, and the Gemini-North AO data
were obtained on 2016 February 20 with the K ﬁlter and an
integration time of 5s per frame for a total of 50s. For K2-115
the Keck AO data were obtained on 2016 January 21 with the
Br gamma ﬁlter and an integration time of 30s per frame for a
total of 270s. The Keck AO data have resolutions of
0 06–0 07 (FWHM) and the Gemini AO data have a
resolution of 0 09 (FWHM).
The speckle data were obtained only for K2-115, with the
692 and 883 nm ﬁlters on 2016 January 13. The data were
obtained with 1000 60 ms frames in both ﬁlters simultaneously.
The speckle imaging is produced through a Fourier reconstruc-
tion of the speckle interferogram and have an angular
resolution of 0 02 (Horch et al. 2012).
Figure 1. Complete, detrended, and normalized K2 Campaign 5 light curves of K2-114 (top), including 6 transit events, and of K2-115 (bottom), including 3 transit
events.
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The sensitivity of the AO data was determined by injecting
fake sources into the ﬁnal combined images with separations
from the primary targets in integer multiples of the central
source’s FWHM (Furlan et al. 2017). For the speckle data, the
sensitivity was estimated from the scatter in the reconstructed
image (Horch et al. 2011; Furlan et al. 2017). In both cases the
sensitivity curves (contrast curves) represent 5σ limits and are
shown in Figure 4.
For both targets, no stellar companions were detected in
either the infrared AO or the optical speckle imaging,
indicating (to the limits of the data) that the stars appear to
be single stars with no additional components to either dilute
the transit depths or confuse the determination of the origin of
the transit signal (e.g., Ciardi et al. 2015).
3.3. Keck/HIRES Spectroscopy and Radial Velocity (RV)
Monitoring
Once we conﬁrmed that the two targets appear isolated in
high angular resolution imaging, we began gathering high-
resolution spectra with the HIRES instrument mounted on the
Keck I telescope (Vogt et al. 1994).
We collected a total of six spectra of K2-114 between 2016
February 2 and 2017 May 13. The ﬁrst measurement was
collected without the iodine cell in the light path for spectral
characterization and searching for secondary lines (Kolbl
et al. 2015). The remaining ﬁve spectra were observed with
the iodine cell in the light path, which imprints a dense forest of
molecular absorption lines to be used as a simultaneous
wavelength and instrumental point-spread function reference,
in order to measure the target’s RV. The signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N) for each spectrum was ≈40 per pixel and exposure times
were typically 20 minutes. All spectra were collected using the
0 86×14″ slit, for a resolution of about 65,000.
We collected eight spectra and seven RV measurements
using the iodine cell for K2-115 between 2016 February 4 and
2017 April 10. Our setup was identical to that for K2-114,
except exposure times were generally shorter, ≈10 minutes,
and S/N was slightly higher, ≈45 per pixel.
RVs for both stars were extracted by forward-modeling the
composite iodine+stellar spectra in ≈800 small spectral
chunks following the method of Butler & Marcy (1996). We
used the SpecMatch package (Petigura 2015) to synthesize
an iodine-free stellar spectrum to be used in the modeling
process (Fulton et al. 2015), instead of collecting an expensive,
long, high S/N, iodine-free exposure of the target.
We also used SpecMatch to extract the spectroscopic
stellar parameters from our single iodine-free observation of
each star. Those include the effective temperature Teff, surface
gravity log g, metallicity [Fe/H], and stellar rotation projected
on the line of sight Vsin(I), where V is the equatorial rotation
and I is the stellar rotation inclination angle. The SpecMatch
results for the spectral parameters of both targets are listed in
Table 2, and the RVs of both targets are listed in Table 3 and
plotted in Figure 5.
In addition, we have calculated the activity indicators SHK
and Rlog HK¢ (Isaacson & Fischer 2010) for each of the Keck/
HIRES spectra, and list in Table 2 the mean of these indicators
for the two host stars. For the indicators’ uncertainties we adopt
the scatter (standard deviation) in each sample. That scatter is
affected primarily by the low S/N of the spectra in the Ca H &
K lines, which is 3–8 for K2-114 and 8–18 for K2-115.
Although K2-114 activity indicators suggest it is more active
than K2-115, we have detected a rotation period for the latter
and not for the former (See Section 3.1). This could be because
the rotation period is too long to be detected in K2 data,
consistent with the star being a slow rotator
(Vsin(I)<2 kms−1). As seen in Figure 3 we have identiﬁed
a possible periodicity for K2-114 of 65.2 days, but the
Figure 2. Transit light curves of K2-114b (top) and K2-115b (bottom). The K2
light curves are phase-folded and plotted in blue, and ground-based follow-up
light curves are plotted and labeled below and are arbitrarily offset in ﬂux for
visibility. The solid red line is the best-ﬁt global model.
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proximity to the K2 time span means that we cannot reliably
determine that that variability is stellar and not related to long-
term systematic features.
3.4. Ground-based Photometry
While gathering the RVs of the two targets we also acquired
ground-based light curves of additional transit events. The
target’s brightness and transit depth seen in K2 data make these
transits observable from the ground using 1 m class telescopes.
Additional ground-based transits improve both the precision
and accuracy of the transit ephemeris. The precision is
improved due to the long time span between the transits
observed by K2 and those observed from the ground, which is
at least several times longer than a K2 campaign. The transit
ephemeris accuracy is improved using additional ground-based
transits, since the half-hour sampling of the K2 long-cadence
data can lead to a biased ephemeris in the case of an outlier
measurement during one of the transits’ ingress or egress
(Benneke et al. 2017). This is caused by a combination of the
small number of transits within a K2 campaign for objects with
relatively long periods as studied here, and the duration of the
ingress/egress being comparable to the K2 long-cadence
integration time (30 minutes).
These observations were done with the LCO network of 1 m
telescopes and the KELT follow-up network, as described
below.
3.4.1. Las Cumbres Observatory (LCO)
LCO is a fully robotic network of telescopes deployed at six
sites around the globe in both hemispheres (two more sites are
planned to be added by 2018; Brown et al. 2013).
The egress of K2-114b was observed on 2016 February 17
using a 1 m telescope at the Cerro Tololo Inter-American
Observatory (CTIO), Chile. The camera used was the Sinistro
custom-built imaging camera, with back-illuminated
4 K×4 K Fairchild Imaging CCD with 15 μm pixels
(CCD486 BI). With a plate scale of 0 387/pixel, the Sinistro
cameras deliver a ﬁeld of view (FOV) of 26 6×26 6. The
cameras are read out by four ampliﬁers with a readout time of
≈45 s. We used the i-band ﬁlter, with an exposure time of
180s and a slight defocus of the telescope (1 mm), to spread
out the PSF over more pixels and eliminate the risk of
saturation at the core of the PSF. Images were reduced by the
standard LCO pipeline (Brown et al. 2013), and aperture
photometry was performed in the manner set out in Penev et al.
(2013) through a fully automated pipeline developed in our
group (N. Espinoza et al. 2017, in preparation).
For K2-115b, LCO observed an almost complete transit on
2016 February 22 with a 1 m telescope at the Siding Spring
Observatory (SSO), Australia, and an egress on 2016 March 13
with a 1 m telescope at the South African Astronomical
Observatory (SAAO), South Africa. These two observations
were made using the older SBIG cameras (which have since
been replaced by Sinistro cameras). The SBIG cameras
Figure 3. K2-114 (left) and K2-115 (right) K2 light curves without detrending (top panels), and the light curve’s autocorrelation (bottom panels), where the strongest
peaks are marked by orange circles, and the periods are listed in the panels’ titles. The in-transit photometric data were removed while calculating the autocorrelation
function. For K2-114 the 65.2-day periodicity identiﬁed through the autocorrelation is close to the K2 data time span. At such timescales it is difﬁcult to separate
between stellar variability and systematic features in K2 data, thus we claim a detection of the rotation period only for K2-115, where the 22.2-day variability is
identiﬁed visually in the light curve. We estimate a 10% uncertainty on that rotation period due to differential rotation.
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featured front-illuminated 4 K×4 K KAF-16803 CCDs with
9 μm pixels. With a plate scale of 0 232/pixel these cameras
have a FOV of 15 8×15 8. We used 2×2 pixel binning,
which results in a readout time of 15.5 s. We again used the
i-band, exposure times of 180 s, and a telescope defocus of
1 mm. Data were reduced to light curves in the same manner as
set out for the Sinistro camera reduction. We note that the
combination of a smaller FOV (fewer reference stars) and
front-illuminated CCDs (large intra-pixel variation and lower
quantum efﬁciency) means that the precision of the light curves
derived from the SBIG cameras is much lower than that of the
Sinistro cameras. Additionally, site conditions at CTIO are
typically much better for photometry than those at either SAAO
or SSO, which also contributes to the precision of the
photometry.
Figure 4. Top: K2-114 contrast curves obtained by Keck/NIRC2 (black solid
line; K ﬁlter) and Gemini-North/NIRI (dashed black line; K ﬁlter). Bottom:
K2-115 contrast curves, obtained by Keck/NIRC2 in the Br gamma ﬁlter
(black solid line) and Gemini-North with DSSI (speckle imaging) in the
692 nm (blue solid line) and 880 nm (red solid line). In both panels the insets
show the image obtained by Keck/NIRC2 in the K band spanning 3″ on
the side.
Table 2
Spectroscopic Parameters
Parameter K2-114 K2-115
Teff (K) 5014±60 5544±60
log g (cgs) 4.42±0.07 4.33±0.07
[Fe/H] (dex) 0.41±0.04 −0.23±0.04
Vsin(I) (kms−1) <2 <2
SHK 0.258±0.051 0.172±0.014
Rlog HK¢ (dex) −4.854±0.13 −4.966±0.078
Table 3
Keck/HIRES Radial Velocities
Time RV RV err
BJD (ms−1) (ms−1)
K2-114
2457422.89476 152.4 5.8
2457789.92031 −50.5 6.1
2457802.86068 −194.3 6.8
2457853.77744 104.4 5.6
2457886.80575 −32.3 8.2
K2-115
2457422.86801 −8.9 6.5
2457774.91483 37.4 7.3
2457789.90837 −74.0 7.1
2457802.87129 91.4 7.1
2457804.81710 35.1 7.3
2457830.82364 −58.9 7.2
2457853.76652 −33.7 7.8
Figure 5. Phase-folded Keck/HIRES RV curves of K2-114 (top) and K2-115
(bottom). The RVs are marked with blue circles and error bars, and the ﬁtted
model is marked with a red solid line. The error bars shown in the plots include
the jitter term added in quadrature (see Section 4).
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The LCO light curves are shown in Figure 2 and listed in
Table 4.
3.4.2. University of Louisville Manner 0.6 m Telescope
We observed one full transit of K2-115b with short segments
of out-of-transit baselines using the University of Louisville
Manner Telescope (ULMT) located at the Mt.Lemmon
summit of Steward Observatory, AZ, on 2017 February 21
with no ﬁlter. ULMT is a member of the KELT follow-up
network, composed of 1 m class telescopes and smaller
telescopes dedicated to the photometric follow-up of transiting
planet candidates. The observations employed a 0.6 m f/8 RC
Optical Systems Ritchey–Chrétien telescope and SBIG STX-
16803 CCD with a 4 k×4 k array of 9 μm pixels, yielding a
26 6×26 6 FOV and 0 39 pixel−1 image scale. The
telescope was defocused, resulting in a “donut”-shaped stellar
PSF, and guiding was applied to maintain stable pointing.
The telescope control computer malfunctioned at about the
time egress started, but was recovered about 25 minutes later.
The image sequence was bias-, dark-, and ﬂat-ﬁeld corrected
using AstroImageJ (AIJ; Collins et al. 2017). We also used AIJ
to extract differential photometry using aperture photometry.
An iterative 2σ cleaning routine was employed to exclude
outlier pixels and pixels containing ﬂux from nearby stars from
the background region. To normalize the target light curve and
have the out-of-transit ﬂux level set to unity we used a
comparison ensemble of 10 stars that produced the lowest
model ﬁt residuals.
The ULMT 0.6 m K2-115 light curve is shown in Figure 2
and listed in Table 4.
4. Data Analysis and Results
To derive accurate parameters for each system we performed
a global modeling of the available photometric and spectro-
scopic observations. We used the model-ﬁtting procedure
described in Zhou et al. (2017). This includes making use of the
K2 photometry, ground-based follow-up light curves, RV
measurements, and spectroscopic atmospheric properties of the
host stars. The light curves are modeled as per Mandel & Agol
(2002), where the free parameters are the orbital period P, mid
transit time T0, the planet-to-star-radii ratio Rp/Rs, normalized
orbital semimajor axis distance a/Rs, line-of-sight orbital
inclination i, and orbital eccentricity parameters e cosw and
e sinw, where e is the eccentricity and ω the argument of
periastron. The 30-minute duration of the K2 long-cadence
exposures is accounted for by integrating over 10 model steps
per exposure. Quadratic limb-darkening coefﬁcients are inter-
polated from Claret (2004) to the atmospheric parameters of
each star, and held ﬁxed during the ﬁtting. For the ULMT
observation of K2-115 (Section 3.4.2), obtained without a
ﬁlter, we adopted the same limb-darkening parameters as that
of the K2 light curves.
The RVs are modeled by a Keplerian orbit, with additional
free parameters for the orbit RV semi-amplitude K and
systemic center-of-mass RV γ. We include a ﬁtted jitter term
s to model the RVs per Haywood et al. (2016). Since the transit
duration is dictated by the stellar density, we also make use of
the precise K2 photometry to reﬁne the stellar parameters. We
interpolate the Dartmouth stellar isochrones (Dotter et al. 2008)
over the axes of stellar atmospheric effective temperature Teff,
mean stellar density ρs, and metallicity [Fe/H], to derive a
surface gravity log g.
The transit-derived stellar density and spectroscopically
constrained effective temperatures are plotted in Figure 6
against solar metallicity isochrones to illustrate this isochrone
interpolation process. We reject solutions that yield system
ages older than 13 Gyr, the age of the thin disk of the galaxy
(Knox et al. 1999). At each iteration, we include a log-
likelihood term calculated between the transit-derived log g
with that measured from spectroscopy. The posterior prob-
ability distribution is explored via a Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) analysis, using the afﬁne invariant sampler
emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). Gaussian priors are
applied for the stellar atmospheric parameters Teff and [Fe/H],
and all other parameters are assumed to follow uniform priors.
For both objects we ran two ﬁts, one that assumes the orbit is
circular and another that ﬁts for the eccentricity e and argument
of periastron ω. For K2-114b, the eccentric orbit ﬁt did not give
a statistically signiﬁcant eccentricity, hence we adopt the
circular orbit model. The upper limits on the orbital eccentricity
are 0.06 and 0.41 at 1σ and 3σ, respectively.
For K2-115, the eccentricity is measured at a statistical
signiﬁcance of close to 2σ, hence we adopted the eccentric
orbit model. We tested the signiﬁcance of the measured orbital
eccentricity by reﬁtting this system using a Beta function prior
distribution on the eccentricity following Kipping (2014). That
analysis gave consistent results at the 1σ level. Another reason
for adopting the eccentric orbit model was that it gave
consistent results for the derived stellar parameters (mass,
radius, and age) with those derived when ﬁtting using only
stellar isochrones (with priors on the spectral parameters Teff,
log g, and [Fe/H]) and without the light curve and RV curve.
The derived stellar parameters from the circular orbit model ﬁt
are not consistent with the results from ﬁtting using stellar
evolutionary models alone.
The 68% conﬁdence region for the model ﬁt free parameters,
as well as a series of inferred system parameters, are listed in
Table 5. The best-ﬁt transit light curve models are shown in
Figure 2 and the RV ﬁts are shown in Figure 5.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
Both K2-114b and K2-115b are among the longest-period
transiting gas giant planets with a measured mass. In fact,
according to the NASA Exoplanet Archive (Akeson
Table 4
Ground-based Photometry
Time Relative Relative
BJD Flux Flux Error
K2-114—LCO
2457436.53253 0.9818 0.0036
2457436.53508 0.9846 0.0035
2457436.53763 0.9865 0.0036
K2-115—LCO
2457440.91603 0.9910 0.0056
2457440.91825 1.0012 0.0050
2457440.92048 0.9909 0.0048
K2-115—ULMT 0.6 m
2457805.79750 0.9979 0.0015
2457805.79880 0.9995 0.0015
2457805.80032 1.0005 0.0015
(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form.)
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et al. 2013), K2-115b is currently27 the longest-period K2
transiting exoplanet with a well constrained mass (but see
Bayliss et al. 2017).
The number of RVs we have accumulated for each system is
relatively small, with ﬁve for K2-114 and seven for K2-115.
The relatively small number of RVs results in a relatively poor
constraint of the orbital eccentricity and RV semi-amplitude.
The latter has an uncertainty of 12% for K2-114 and close to
22% for K2-115, leading to similar uncertainties on the two
planet masses.
Note that both host stars are relatively old, with ages close to
10Gyr, although with the typical large age uncertainties (see
Table 5). For K2-115b, despite the host star old age, the
combination of the measured orbital eccentricity
(e 0.137 0.074
0.072= -+ ) and orbital separation (a R 33.8s 1.72.3= -+ )
suggests that if the orbit is indeed eccentric, that eccentricity
is primordial, since it is not expected to be tidally circularized
within the host star’s lifetime (e.g., Mazeh 2008).
Figure 7 top panel shows the planet mass–radius diagram for
gas giant plants, with Rp>0.6 RJ, and with well-measured
planet radius and mass. Those include 273 planets listed on the
NASA Exoplanet Archive with planet radius errors smaller
than 0.15 RJ and planet mass errors below 20% of the planet
mass itself. Not included in that sample are circumbinary
planets and directly imaged planets. The black and gray solid
lines show the range of theoretical planet radii where the planet
radius grows as the mass of its rocky core decreases (Fortney
et al. 2007). The dashed gray lines are equal mean density
lines. The two new planets, K2-114b and K2-115b, are marked
in red. Both planets are not inﬂated compared to theoretical
expectations, unlike many other planets in the diagram. Their
positions are close to or consistent with theoretical expectations
for a planet with little to no rocky core, for K2-115b, and a
planet with a signiﬁcant rocky core for K2-114b.
The difference in the expected core mass between the two
planets, combined with the larger planet mass of K2-114b
compared to K2-115b, agrees with the empirical correlation
between heavy element mass and planet mass for gas giants
(Miller & Fortney 2011; Thorngren et al. 2016). The
differences in the host star metallicity, with K2-114 being
super-solar and K2-115 being sub-solar, also agrees with the
gas giant planet mass–host star metallicity correlation (Miller &
Fortney 2011; Thorngren et al. 2016). These correlations allow
us to estimate the planets’ compositions (Espinoza et al. 2017).
The bottom panel of Figure 7 shows the planet radius–stellar
irradiation diagram (Rp–f ), including the same sample of
planets as in the top panel, and where the two new planets are
marked in red. Their positions are consistent with the
hypothesis that the Rp–f correlation does not continue below
irradiation of 108 erg s−1 cm−2, where the correlation levels off
and stellar irradiation does not signiﬁcantly affect the planet
radius. If true, this can be used as a clue for identifying the
physical mechanism inﬂating gas giant planets, and it makes
warm Jupiters good targets for testing theoretical mass–radius
relations, as their radii are not affected by a physical
mechanism that is currently not completely understood.
However, an accurate characterization of the behavior of
planet radius at low stellar irradiation requires the detection of
many more warm Jupiters.
Finally, we note that the two new planets reported here are
planned to be observed by K2 again during Campaign18, from
2018 May to August, when K2 will re-observe the Campaign5
ﬁeld.28 If successful, this will give a 3-year time span and
therefore allow us to reﬁne the transit ephemerides and the
planet-to-star-radii ratio, looking for transit timing variations
and searching for other transiting planets in those systems.
Figure 6. Stellar parameters are derived via interpolation of the Dartmouth isochrones. The stellar density (ρs), derived from the transit light curve, and the
spectroscopic effective temperature Teff and metallicity [Fe/H] are compared against isochrone tracks at each MCMC iteration to constrain the stellar properties. The
stellar densities and effective temperatures of K2-114 (left) and K2-115 (right) are plotted. The Dartmouth solar metallicity isochrones at ages of 5, 7, 9, 11, and
13 Gyrs are drawn as a guide. Note that solutions yielding ages >13 Gyr are removed during the derivation of system and stellar parameters in the global analysis, as
that age is older than the age of the thin disk of the galaxy.
27 As of 2017 June 1st.
28 See list of K2 ﬁelds here: https://keplerscience.arc.nasa.gov/k2-ﬁelds.html.
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(HIRES), Keck:II (NIRC2), LCO (SBIG, Sinistro), Euler
1.2 m (CORALIE).
Table 5
Fitted and Derived Parameters
Parameter K2-114 K2-115
Value +1σ −1σ Value +1σ −1σ
Fitted Parameters
P (day) 11.39109 0.00018 0.00017 20.273034 0.000036 0.000037
T0 (BJD) 2457174.49729 0.00033 0.00033 2457157.15701 0.00025 0.00025
γ (ms−1) −36 14 14 22 15 12
K (ms−1) 189 21 22 77 17 16
e cos w( ) 0a K K −0.12 0.25 0.18
e sin w( ) 0a K K 0.28 0.11 0.17
Jitter s (ms−1) 29 12 25 24 16 8
a/Rs 24.44 0.42 0.63 33.8 2.3 1.7
Rp/Rs 0.11432 0.00102 0.00073 0.1254 0.0011 0.0011
i (deg) 89.53 0.30 0.25 88.82 0.15 0.15
Teff (K) 5027 62 57 5560 56 58
[Fe/H] +0.410 0.037 0.035 −0.220 0.035 0.036
u1 K2
a 0.5815 K K 0.4430 K K
u2 K2
a 0.1392 K K 0.2312 K K
u1 ULMT
a K K K 0.4430 K K
u2 ULMT
a K K K 0.2312 K K
u1 i′
a 0.4225 K K 0.3118 K K
u2 i′
a 0.2472 K K 0.3047 K K
Derived Parameters
Ms(M☉) 0.832 0.021 0.018 0.831 0.023 0.019
Rs (R☉) 0.828 0.026 0.022 0.881 0.049 0.050
ρs (cgs) 1.84 0.32 0.29 1.43 0.44 0.28
log g (cgs) 4.481 0.044 0.051 4.461 0.057 0.041
Age (Gyr) 9.9 2.3 3.2 10.7 1.7 4.2
Rp (RJ) 0.942 0.032 0.020 1.115 0.057 0.061
Mp (MJ) 1.85 0.23 0.22 0.84 0.18 0.20
ρp (cgs) 2.99 0.46 0.45 0.82 0.30 0.24
a (au) 0.09309 0.00066 0.00059 0.1367 0.0012 0.0010
Teq (K)
b 719 15 11 682 22 24
b 0.20 0.10 0.12 0.702 0.047 0.053
T12 (day) 0.01732 0.00109 0.0068 0.0343 0.0050 0.0046
T14 (day) 0.1627 0.0011 0.0010 0.1679 0.0027 0.0046
e 0a K K 0.137 0.072 0.074
ω (deg) K K K 104 41 52
Distance (pc) 481 20 15 417 26 25
AV (mag) 0.109 0.072 0.072 <0.12
c K K
Notes.
a Parameter was ﬁxed during the model-ﬁtting process.
b Assuming zero albedo and no redistribution of heat.
c 3σ upper limit given for reddening.
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Appendix
K2 Warm Jupiter Transit Candidate
Identiﬁed as a False Positive
In addition to the two K2 transiting warm Jupiters whose
conﬁrmations as planets were described above, we have
identiﬁed one K2 transiting warm Jupiter candidate,
EPIC212504617 (P=39.26 days), as a stellar binary, mean-
ing it is a false positive. The K2 Campaign 6 phase-folded
transit light curve is shown in Figure 8, derived in the same
way as described in Section 3.1.
We have identiﬁed EPIC212504617 as a stellar binary using
two RVs obtained with the CORALIE spectrograph, mounted on
the Euler1.2 m telescope in La Silla, Chile. CORALIE is a high-
resolution (R=60,000) ﬁber-fed echelle spectrograph that
covers the wavelength range from 3900 to 6800Å(Queloz
et al. 2001). Observations were made with a simultaneous
Fabry–Pérot ﬁber to provide accurate wavelength calibration,
and reduced via the standard CORALIE pipeline. The stellar
spectra were cross-correlated against a numerical mask with non-
zero zones corresponding to stellar absorption features at zero
velocity.
Using CORALIE two observations of the candidate
EPIC212504617 were made, each with an exposure time of
2700s. The two RVs have a difference of 16kms−1. Those
RVs are listed in Table 6 and shown in Figure 9. The best-ﬁt
circular orbit model for these RVs gives a semi-amplitude of
K=28.4kms−1 and a systemic velocity of γ=−15.5 kms−1.
Figure 7. This ﬁgure shows the planet radius (linear scale) as a function of
planet mass (log scale; top panel) and stellar irradiation (log scale; bottom
panel). K2-114b and K2-115b are marked in red. In the top panel the solid lines
encompass the theoretically expected region where planets are expected to
reside in this parameter space (Fortney et al. 2007), between a coreless planet
(solid black line) and a planet with a massive core of 100M⊕ (solid gray line).
Both theoretical curves are for an assumed orbital star-planet separation of
0.045au, although the planet radius changes by up to only ≈10% between a
separation of 0.02au and 0.10au (Fortney et al. 2007). The dashed gray lines
mark lines of equal mean density, and the density is labeled in the top part of
the panel, in units of gcm−3. Both panels show in black 273 planets with Rp
over 0.6 RJ, a planet radius error below 0.15 RJ, and a planet mass error below
20% of the planet mass itself, to include only planets with well-measured
masses and radii. Circumbinary planets and directly imaged planets are
excluded from these plots. Data shown in these plots were taken from the
NASA Exoplanet Archive (Akeson et al. 2013) on 2017 June 1.
Figure 8. K2 Campaign 6 phase-folded transit light curve of EPIC212504617,
a warm Jupiter transiting candidate identiﬁed as a false positive.
Table 6
EPIC212504617 Euler/CORALIE Radial Velocities
Time RV RV err
BJD (kms−1) (kms−1)
2457493.76167 −24.667 0.043
2457561.53544 −40.603 0.070
Figure 9. Euler/CORALIE RVs of EPIC212504617 phase-folded at the
transit period of P=39.26day. The RVs are marked in blue (error bars are
smaller than the marker size), and the dashed line shows the best-ﬁt e=0
orbital solution. Phase zero is the primary eclipse (transit) phase. The ﬁtted
semi-amplitude is 28.4kms−1. Since this is a two-parameter model ﬁtted to
two RVs, this model is used only as an estimate for the orbital RV variation.
This estimate rules out the possibility of a substellar mass companion, as
discussed in more detail in the text.
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This is a two-parameter model ﬁtted to only two RVs, hence this
model is used only as an estimate for the orbital RV variation.
Given the transit period of P=39.26days and the host star’s
estimated mass of 1.01M☉ (Huber et al. 2016), the circular orbit
RV semi-amplitude predicts a companion mass of about 0.6M☉.
Even when invoking a high eccentricity of 0.95 the companion
mass should be at least 45MJ for the system to show an RV
variability of 16 kms−1. Therefore, the companion cannot be a
planet and is highly unlikely to be substellar.
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